Rock Racing
& U4RC
Get-Started
Guide

Everything you
need to know
about RC’s new
breed of off-road
competition
By The RC Car Action team
Action Photos by James C. Goad

Unless you just stepped out of cryo-freeze, you’re probably aware that “scale & trail” rigs continue to be redhot, and the category is no longer limited to front-and-rear solid-axle crawlers. With models such as the Axial
Wraith, Yeti, and Bomber; Vaterra Twin Hammers; Thunder Tiger Jackal; and others, more and more vehicles are
hitting the scene that go beyond rock crawling to rock racing. Unlike the ROAR- and IFMAR-style competition that
has so long defined off-road RC (and moved light-years away from scale realism), organized rock racing is still
very much a grassroots scene and puts a huge emphasis on realistic-looking vehicles, authentic track conditions,
and real-truck technology—where else but in rock racing do you find rules requiring driver figures? Here’s a closer
look at the rock-racing scene and the organization behind its growth: U4RC.

Rock Racing: It’s about the Trucks and the Track

When was the last time that you
had to traverse boulders with your
2WD buggy? Rock racing is all about
realistic “King of the Hammers”style terrain.
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Along with the realistic models that do battle in rock racing, the scene is all about realistic track
conditions. Forget hard clay or AstroTurf; you’ll be lucky to see smooth dirt in a rock-racing course.
Steep elevation changes, rock beds, silt and sand, drop-offs, and generally brutal conditions are the
norm for rock racing. You can expect to see the track watered, but no one is going to run out and patch
a hole or sweep a corner. A track may be constructed specifically for RC racing or the course may be
defined by existing terrain. Race formats vary: S ome tracks race “ heads up” to qualify for a m ain with a
supercross-style LCQ (Last Chance Qualifier), while others run qualifiers as heads-up races but use lap
times to seed the m ains.
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Rock-Racing Classes

What Is U4RC?

Just as “regular” off-road racing has ROAR and IFMAR (among others) to promote and
sanction races, U4RC is the promoter and sanctioning body for rock racing. The “U4” is
short for “Ultra4,” the full-size motorsport that U4RC racing is patterned after, best known
for the legendary King of the Hammers race. U4RC was created by cofounders and
co-owners Jerry Tobin and Brian Jones. Jerry has been in the SoCal RC crawling scene since
2005, participating in competitive RC crawling on the national level for several seasons and
ranked in the top 15 for the U.S. Radio Control Rock Crawling Association (USRCCA) Super
class. In 2009, Jerry created the infamous “King of the Compound” RC endurance rock/
desert race, from which U4RC, as we know it today, was born. Brian was around when
RC rock crawling was in its infancy and still on the pages of the monster-truck forums.
Brian has been highly involved over the years in many aspects of growth in the crawling
segment of RC, including exhibitions and trade shows, and was one of the original owners
of RCP Crawlers. Brian was also a national-level competitive crawler and even attended
the first USRCCA Nationals event in Moab, Utah. U4RC history via axialracing.com.

The Rules of the Game
Rock racing can be as loose as
meeting with a bunch of your
buddies at the park or as defined as
any other organized RC competition.
If you hit an official U4RC race,
you’ll find the following basic rules
in place. As with conventional offroad racing, where tracks generally
follow ROAR rules even though
the weekend club races are not
officially ROAR sanctioned, it’s likely
that any rock race will follow rules
similar to U4RC even if they aren’t
directly affiliated. Here are the
essentials; for a complete set of
rules, go to u4rc.com/rules.

Jerry Tobin (left) and Brian Jones, U4RC’s cofounders and co-owners.

All Classes:
› Power: Electric, battery-powered vehicles only.
› Electronics: All electronics must be hidden, with
the exceptions being a transponder and axlemounted servo. The battery may also be visible
if racing the Vaterra Twin Hammers.

› Drivetrain: Vehicle must be 4WD and shaft

driven, utilizing either a center transmission or
transfer case. Motor-on-axle drivetrains are
not allowed.

›

To see all the vehicle

As defined by U4RC, rock-racing classes are split by tire size
options, check out our
June 2016 issue for the
(1.9-inch and 2.2-inch), and depending on the class, vehicles
“Desert Buggy & Rock
may allow independent front or rear suspension (IFS, IRS) or
Racer Guide.”
require solid axles. Realism is a running theme across all the
classes—you can’t just plunk a monster truck on the course and call it a “rock
racer,” for example. The Trophy classes have the most stringent rules, with very
detailed specs on window, roof, and side-panel dimensions, vehicle width and
height, etc. See full rules at u4rc.com/rules.

 uspension: Must be scale-appearing (3- or
S
4-link, leaf-sprung, or trailing/leading arm).

› Tires: A tire for U4RC rock racing must be a

scale-appearing tire, either a licensed replica
or a nonlicensed replica. No competition,
short-course, paddle, or pin tires are allowed.
Removing material or siping of tires is
permitted. Adding material or combining
portions of tires to make one tire is not
permitted.

› Bodies: Bodies must appear scale for rock

racing. Vehicles with bodies must have at least
50% of the tires outside the body. The 50% tire
rule does not apply to 1.9 Trail class.

› Tube chassis: Must be scale rock-racing type

1.9 Trail

1.9 Comp

1.9 Trophy

2.2 Comp

2.2 Indy

2.2 Trophy

1.9-inch-tire trail-type
vehicles that are stock
through highly modified.
Vehicles must have two
solid axles. Vehicle should
resemble something you
would see on a 1:1 trail or at
a 1:1 rock race in an entrylevel class. This class is not
for full-blown race vehicles.
Solid axles only.

1.9-inch-tire rigs that
are highly modified and
resemble full-size race
vehicles. Vehicle must be
scale in appearance for
rock-race-style racing. The
vehicle must have a driver
figure or insert installed. IFS
with solid rear axle only.

1.9-inch-tire Ultra4-style
rigs that are highly modified
and highly resemble fullsize rock-race vehicles.
The emphasis in this class
is appearance first and
performance second. See
u4rc.com/rules for detailed
dimension requirements.
IFS, solid axle, IFS/IRS.

2.2-inch-tire vehicles that
are moderately to heavily
modified. Vehicle must
be scale in appearance
for rock racing. This class
includes vehicles running
plastic chassis, metal
chassis, and roll cages or a
combination thereof. Either
a molded driver interior or
driver figures are required.
Solid axles only.

2.2-inch-tire vehicles that
are moderately to heavily
modified. Vehicle must
be scale in appearance
for rock racing. This class
includes vehicles running
plastic chassis, metal
chassis, and roll cages or a
combination thereof. Either
a molded driver interior or
driver figures are required.
IFS with solid rear axle only.

2.2-inch-tire Ultra4-style
rigs that are highly modified
and highly resemble fullsize rock-race vehicles.
The emphasis in this class
is appearance first and
performance second. See
u4rc.com/rules for detailed
dimension requirements.
IFS, solid axle, IFS/IRS.

and include an interior with drivers. Rock
bouncers and dune buggies are not permitted.

› Interior: All vehicles must have a minimum scale
interior, with the exception of full-body rigs.

› Drivers: Many classes require scale drivers.
Please see individual class specs.

› Center differential: Not legal except in solid-axle
Trophy class vehicles.

› Legal vehicles: Rock racers or scale trail rigs.
No short-course trucks, monster trucks, or
basher-type vehicles are allowed.

› Race director: It is always the race director’s

decision to choose the correct class for a given
vehicle that meets the “All Classes” specs.

Axial SCX10 Deadbolt in 1.9-inch Trail-class action.
(Photo by Bob Tarvin)

The Axial SCX10, Vaterra Ascender, and RC4WD Trail
Finder 2 (seen here in our December 2015 issue) can all
compete in the 1.9 Trail class.

With its independent front suspension and solid rear axle,
the Axial Yeti fits into the 2.2 Indy and 2.2 Trophy classes.
(Photo by Axial)

Remember, U4RC is more about scale than performance!

Rock racing puts a
strong emphasis on
scale realism with
class-appropriate
models.
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Can’t exactly call it rock
racing without rocks,
now can you? This isn’t
just off-road racing—it’s
way off-road racing.
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Must-Make Mods

All you need to go rock racing is an appropriate vehicle; mods can come later,
especially as you wear out or break parts (which will definitely happen—rock racing
is tough on gear, just like it is in full-size competition). But if you want to get a
jump on your rock-racing setup, here’s what to look out for:
An aluminum servo horn will
greatly outlive plastic.

A high-torque servo is a big help, especially
in the 2.2 tire classes. This Hitec D-940TW
pumps 229 oz.-in. of torque through its
titanium gears.

Servo strengthening
Steering servos take a beating in rock racing. Consider making an
aluminum servo horn your first upgrade, especially if you have a metalgear servo. The aluminum horn will be much less prone to stripping. If your
vehicle doesn’t already have a high-torque, metal-gear servo, consider
making it your first mod. Even if every other part of your machine is dialed
in, you won’t get maximum handling performance out of your ride if the
servo isn’t up to the task.

Tread warfare
As with any motorsport, tires
matter. But unlike the world of
groomed-track buggy and truck
racing where the “wrong” tire
means you won’t be competitive,
the range of tread types that can
be effective in rock racing is much
broader because of the variety of
surfaces any given track is likely to
include. Run whatcha got, and when
it’s time for new rubber, see what
the fast guys are running. In general,
a softer compound is going to be
better, and don’t forget the inserts;
go firmer if your track has more fast
sections, but go softer if getting
through crawling-oriented sections
is the key to fast laps.

Easy on the drag brake
A little drag brake can help
cornering, but if you’ve got an
aggressive, crawling-style dragbrake setting, it’s going to make it
difficult to turn smooth laps. Zero or
slight drag brake is all that you need.

Tires matter (here’s a Pro-Line Flat Iron
2.2), but don’t sweat getting the right
rubber for your first race—just get out
there and have fun.

More motor?
Maybe! If you’re getting passed
because you keep flipping over
or can’t get through the turns
without hitting the track barriers,
then you do not need to go faster.
On the other hand, if the only thing
keeping you from catching the
leaders is speed, then yes, consider
upgrading to a hotter motor and/
or running a 3S pack (11.1 volts)
instead of 2S (7.4 volts). If your
truck is geared for crawling, you can
speed it up with a gearing change
by installing a larger pinion, smaller
spur gear, or both. Consult your
manual for a gearing chart.

High Ground Clearance versus Low CG
A lower vehicle will corner better; a taller vehicle will get over obstacles
more easily. In rock racing, you don’t get to choose one or the other,
since every lap requires you to corner at speed and get through rock
beds or other obstacles. How low you can get the suspension depends on
how gnarly the toughest sections of the track are. But no matter where
you set the suspension, a lower center of gravity (CG) will help your
truck. Mount the battery as low on the chassis as possible, and if your
vehicle has a separate body (as opposed to panels on a cage), run the
body as low as you can. A jacked-up body can look cool, but it isn’t fast.

Start Your Own Scene!
No rock-racing tracks near you?
Looks like it’s up to you to get the
action rolling. A dedicated track
with a drivers’ stand and lapcounting system are all great, but
not essential—all you really need is a
bunch of buddies to meet at the same
spot at the same time. Social media
makes it easier than ever to find likeminded drivers to join your club, and
the local hobby store is another great
resource. The bigger your group gets,
the more trucks it can sell! ✇

A low CG improves
handling, but more
ground clearance helps
you get over obstacles.
Rock-racing setup is all
about compromises.

SOURCES
Axial axialracing.com
Hitec hitecrcd.com
Pro-Line prolineracing.com
Thunder Tiger thundertiger.com
U4RC u4rc.com
Vaterra vaterrarc.com
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